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The new ConverTTable LM S design driving simulator
Today, the dream of the gamers around the world is going to be fulfilled, when the
ConverTTable celebrates its tenth anniversary and reveals the new model LM S which
is fundable at the crowdfunding Platform Startnext. This version is lighter and more
affordable than the original. It extends the boundaries of multi-faceted furniture
design! A Coffee table and Centerpiece which converts instantly into a full racing
cockpit for the truly immersive experience.

Live your secret passion!
The principle remains the same as the original ConverTTable (Releasing date 2010). A
coffee table in your living room with few touches converts into high-quality cockpit
for all your racing and flight simulator needs. As soon as a game session is done, the
entire cockpit including pedals, steering wheels and seat are transformed back to a
stylish coffee table. Therefore, it is notably space-saving, as well as decorative.
What’s more, you can convince yourself by checking it out online, as the promo clip
has been released and now is available at https://youtu.be/cq50YPH3vj8
Made in Austria
The ConverTTable with a price of approximately 4000 Euros remained reserved for
the more well-funded customer, who appreciates the design and build quality of
these High-tech Cockpits.
In order to be able to appeal to a larger market segment, for the past two years
Markus Rumpold has directed his focus on the development of the ConverTTable LM
S. An aluminum construction was used instead of wood- therefore the S. The parts
have been designed so that the cockpit is delivered in pieces and can be selfassembled by the customer.
The basic model is produced in black and costs 2499€ incl tax without steerings. On
the other hand, if you desire a more customized centerpiece for your home for a
200€ incl tax. you may choose from 200 different paint colors.
Now, the orders can be placed at Startnext. If it is funded successfully, shipment
starts Mai 2018 onwards.
Crowdfunding: www.startnext.com/en/converttable-lm-s
Pictures see Press area: www.converttable.com/en/press
Website: www.converttable.com
Facebook: www.fb.com/converttable
Instagram: www.instagram.com/converttable
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About:
Mechanical engineer Markus Rumpold exhibited the Prototype of the ConverTTable
for the first time at a design fair in Kortrijk, in 2008. Two years after the reveal, the
production model was shown at Gamescom in Cologne and purchasable. After
Markus Rumpold has also distributed driving simulators of other brands, he now
concentrates only on the further development & distribution of the ConverTTable as
well as RECARO seats. Since 2014, Markus Rumpold has been employed by Descon
Engineering, working in the development of the Mercedes Benz G Class.
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